


Here are a few helpful tips to help you get your bearings at Pavones ...



Pavones is a left point that breaks for 
over 1km producing rides of, well, over 
a minute long. The first section tends 
to be racey and as it comes through 
the rivermouth pitches into a barrel 
section and then the last section of the 
wave features nice open faces perfect 
for rail to rail surfing.



The ideal swell direction for Pavones 
is between 190-210 degrees and the 
bigger the better, it  can easily hold 
triple overhead surf.  



 The surf season with the most consis-
tency and best conditions is between 
March - September, with standout 
months being April June, & July.  



Pavones is a great place to learn how 
to surf, the length of the wave and va-
riety of sections offers a truly unique 
playground for any surfer regardless 
of their level.



There are several other waves to 
explore in the immediate Pavones 
area. Including 4  different world 
class breaks in a 20Km stretch of 
coastline. 



Matapalo Boat Trip
3 world class right point breaks worth 
checking out on your trip to Pavones. 
It is a 45 minute boat (panga) ride to 
Matapalo across the bay and typically 
ranges between $200- $300 per boat. 
The cost is divided among 4 or 5 surf-
ers. 



Surf School/ Lessons  

Look up for Una Ola Surf School for surf 
lessons and local surfing knowledge. 

Ask for Colin.



RESPECT LOCALS

Always remember to RESPECT the locals 
and wait your turn. If you don’t know the 
rules it’s always better to ask. 



Sign up for our newsletter and we will send you swell 
alerts and local knowledge to ensure you are  dialed in 
and up to date with the next epic swell in the horizon. 

follow our social media @puravistaecovillas


